
The last 12 months has seen some 
really exciting changes at mode transport 
planning. As the industry continues to 
rebuild following the deepest recession we 
have seen in recent times, I am pleased 
to say that mode continues to grow with 
it. Two new offices opened in Oxford and 
London during Autumn 2014. With key 

appointments including Technical Director, Huw Jones leading 
in Oxford. Huw is joined by Associate, Michael Deadman and 
Principal, Rachel Nixon. The Birmingham office has also seen 
some new additions to the team including Principal, James 
Byrne and Accounts Administrator, Jaymie Chauhan. 
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The Conservative Government has recently made a ‘national 
crusade’ to get homes built, describing our national housing 
shortage as ‘the one big piece of unfinished business in 
our economy’. With such unprecedented levels of new 
housing required across the UK, we are presented with a 
unique opportunity to truly influence how future communities 
are planned. Transport inputs are crucial in formulating a 
successful, integrated masterplan. 

Each site will face different challenges and will have its 
own particular issues. As such, there is no single panacea 
to delivering a comprehensive transport strategy. To ensure 
that development meets the core National Planning Policy 
Framework tests of ‘promoting sustainable transport’, mode 
advise considering the following key transportation philosophy:

• higher densities should be considered and must include 
“every day” facilities such as local shops, post office, 
nurseries, schools, restaurants and open recreational 
space. All of which should be easily accessible by 
public transport;

• residential and viable employment should be co-located 
wherever possible to reduce the need to travel long 
distances;

• development should be located with walking distance of 
existing (or new) public transport hubs and facilities;

• development should be placed near to or within existing 
urban areas rather than new “freestanding” development. 
Ideally, it should not be in close proximity to the strategic 
road network (motorways);

• parking associated with retail, employment and at 
transport hubs should be constrained to encourage 
sustainable modes of travel;

• budgets should be focussed on public transport rather than 
increasing capacity to the existing highway network; and

• travel plans should be implemented at the earliest stages 
of the development to ensure that sustainable modes are 
available from initial occupancy. 

mode transport planning have successfully helped develop 
a number of key masterplanning projects over recent years. 
Working closely with various developers, architects and 
Environmental Impact Assessors, and have actively engaged 
with key stakeholders to ensure the successfully delivery of a 
number of developments and masterplans. 

masterplanning is essential 
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mode provides the following services

feasibility studies
site access studies and appraisals
sustainable access appraisal
transport assessment/statements
travel plans
transportation inputs to masterplans
design of shared space
preliminary junction design
parking studies
design panel review
traffic modelling
public transport studies
section 106, 278 and 38 negotiations
expert witness



impact of HS2 on 
development
In September 2014, David Frisby was invited to the 
House of Commons to present to the Select Committee 
on HS2 on the basis that there had been a distinct lack of 
masterplanning for the Digbeth area in Birmingham. mode 
continues a dialogue with HS2 to ensure that the “Engine 
for Growth” delivers its full potential. 

oxford university  
hospitals NHS 
foundation trust
mode have been retained as transport consultants by 
the Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 
to undertake an audit of the parking arrangements and 
requirements of the main hospital sites. We audited the 
John Radcliffe and Churchill Hospitals in Oxford. This 
included reviewing access points, permit systems, patient 
and visitor parking.

a-team
In July 2015, the mode team left the various offices on a 
problem solving activity day to find a way to service our 
clients needs:

If you have a planning application in need of transport 
help – call the A-Team!

harwell
mode have been appointed by Taylor Wimpey to develop 
a transport assessment and travel plan for 200 new 
dwellings at Grove Road in Harwell which also includes 
transport infrastructure requirements to the locality 
including a shared surface improvement at the High 
Street end of Grove Road. 

long marston 
airfield
mode transport planning have been appointed by Cala 
Homes to develop a comprehensive transport planning 
strategy in support of a new masterplan to consist of 3,500 
new homes and associated facilities at the former Long 
Marston Airfield. Following the Inspector’s interim report, 
Long Marston Airfield now has a draft allocation for 3,500 
units and associated employment use.

wixams 
Gallagher Estates approached mode to prepare a 
detailed Transport Assessment in support of 2,200,000ft2 
(204,400m2) of B8 storage and distribution development. 
The site is located at the core of the Bedford Growth 
Area, which is part of the wider Wixams masterplan. 
The application was submitted in January 2015. The 
application was then unanimously approved by Planning 
Committee in July 2015.

the landing
Ryger Maidenhead appointed mode transport planning to 
provide a Transport Assessment in support of the centre 
piece of Maidenhead’s town centre regeneration project 
in Maidenhead, Berkshire. The focus of our work sought 
to ensure that the town centre development can be as 
sustainable as possible. This meant balanced parking 
numbers and enhanced facilities for pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport. The application was approved in 
September 2015.
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